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This short discussion paper addresses how controversy is monetized online by reflecting on a new iteration of the shock value in media production, identified on social media as the ‘clout chasing’ phenomenon. We first exemplify controversial behavior, and subsequently proceed to defining clout chasing, which we discuss this concept in relation to existing frameworks for the understanding of controversy on social media. We then outline what clout chasing entails as a content monetization strategy, and address the risks associated with this approach. In doing so, we introduce the concept of ‘content self-moderation’, which encompasses how creators use content moderation as a way to hedge monetization risks arising out of their reliance on controversy for economic growth. This concept is discussed in the context of the automated content governance entailed by algorithmic platform architectures, to contribute to existing scholarship on platform governance.

ABSTRACT:
This short discussion paper addresses how controversy is monetized online by reflecting on a new iteration of the shock value in media production, identified on social media as the ‘clout chasing’ phenomenon. We first exemplify controversial behavior, and subsequently proceed to defining clout chasing, which we discuss this concept in relation to existing frameworks for the understanding of controversy on social media. We then outline what clout chasing entails as a content monetization strategy, and address the risks associated with this approach. In doing so, we introduce the concept of ‘content self-moderation’, which encompasses how creators use content moderation as a way to hedge monetization risks arising out of their reliance on controversy for economic growth. This concept is discussed in the context of the automated content governance entailed by algorithmic platform architectures, to contribute to existing scholarship on platform governance.
When we think about digital advertising, we imagine the Internet’s traditional business model. Brands around the world pay digital platforms for ad space where they compete for user attention and engagement, an industry that can be referred to as platform ads. Brands register their ads in databases called ‘ad archives’ (Leerssen et al. 2019) from where they can target selected platform demographics. These practices are enabled by the architecture of algorithmic platform systems that disseminate sponsored/ad content. Yet in the past decade, digital advertising has been generating new business models focused on the monetization of original and authentic content particularly on social media (Google 2014). Based on an increase in social media consumption, content monetization makes it profitable for Internet users to become producers rather than mere consumers of advertising. As such, this reflects new possibilities for Internet users to make money while democratizing media production. However, the control exercised by social media platforms on monetization broadens, as they become not only the algorithmic gatekeepers of content, but also of business opportunities.

As such, this reflects new possibilities for Internet users to make money while democratizing media production. However, the control exercised by social media platforms on monetization broadens, as they become not only the algorithmic gatekeepers of content, but also of business opportunities.

A seven-themarketing industryacknowledges advertising is becoming, well, less like advertising, due to the fact that the Internet has taken this industry into the ‘age of authenticity’ (O’Neil-Hart & Blumenstein 2016). Influencer and affiliate marketing are an illustration of what content monetization looks like in advertising practice. Internet influencers, referred to as content creators in this piece, earn revenue from social media advertising by creating authentic, relatable content for their armies of followers. In turn, they receive money, goods or services (influencer marketing), or sales commissions (affiliate marketing). By hiring humans as ad banners, marketers and brands offer information (e.g. reviews) and explore persuasive narratives (e.g. social causes) which audiences can relate to and engage with. The popularity of such advertising approaches is undeniable. In 2021 influencer marketing is projected to reach a global market size of $13.8 billion (700% increase since 2016), and affiliate marketing is estimated to grow to $7 billion in the US alone (Statista 2021). Influencer marketing is by now so ubiquitous on social media, that it has become a synonym for content monetization, often used in a pejorative way, to criticize the willingness of content creators to sell their opinions (Atlantic 2019). This has also led to an increase in reports by popular news outlets that are slowly shedding light on social media practices and business models (New York Times 2019; Wired 2019; Forbes 2020).

The business of influence is rapidly changing. As content monetization shapes new business incentives on social media, speech is no longer a triangle involving the state, platforms and users (Balkin 2018). Content creators are an emerging category of stakeholders whose participation in content production turns engagement into currency in novel ways. They are caught between inconspicuous methods of monetizing user attention and safeguarding the relatable friend status perceived by their followers (O’Neil-Hart & Blumenstein 2016).

In this ecosystem, capturing the attention of billions of users who scroll daily for entertainment content is no longer a measure of popularity and celebrity-level influence, but a direct reflection of monetization revenue. The fame and money cocktail has been attracting a growing number of aspiring amateur creators (e.g. micro-influencers, with followers in the thousands or tens of thousands). At the same time, it consolidated the reach of creators who professionalized their activity while aggregating more viewer support (e.g. most followed influencers on given platforms). The resulting competition makes it more difficult for creators to stand out and start up, especially since the opacity of platform governance is perceived as a considerable hurdle to reputation growth. This is due to the discretion exercised by platforms in designing recommender architectures and applying sanctions to creators who do not comply with community guidelines (Caplan & Gillespie 2020). A recent example of this discretion is one of the top 10 beauty YouTubers, James Charles. After allegations of inappropriate behavior towards minors came to light in early 2021, YouTube unilaterally decided to demonetize Charles (Lorenz & Safronova 2021). In 2019, the influencer was also a prominent player in the Internet drama that led to the highest loss of subscribers ever registered on the platform for a content creator, when one of his friends and fellow influencers made a damning video accusing him of sexual harassment against minors (Lorenz 2019). At that time, he issued an apology video which was not well received by fans (Lorenz 2019). In consequence, the video was ‘privated’ (e.g. not publicly available anymore), and only a second, more popular video was currently still shown on the channel. Apology videos are generally not monetized, as that can be seen as controversial in itself (e.g. brands displayed in AdSense ad placements might not want to be in any way affiliated with Internet drama).

James Charles’ example highlights two main issues. First, apart from making entertaining content, creators must gauge their likability not only towards fans, but most importantly, towards the platforms on which they are most active. This leads to creators strategizing their content around likeability as well as persuasion, whenever it is necessary to gain back or gain more reputational support. Second, when reputation is seriously affected in the public eye, creators are in jeopardy to be demonetized or deplatformed. To preserve the interests of their paying advertisers, platforms decide on a case by case basis whether to withdraw access to the platform and/or business opportunities from controversial influencers. When faced with legal standards, platforms often invoke the need for judicial action (e.g. a court order) for them.
to take action (e.g. share user details). However, in situations dealing with the deprecation of reputation, platforms monetize the notion of justice by using deprecating reputations to their favor.

Against this background, some creators still choose to rely on controversial behavior that captivates user attention based on shock value, and increases their algorithmic visibility through virality, or their monetization worth through increased engagement. This short discussion paper addresses how controversy is monetized by reflecting on a new iteration of the shock value in media production, identified on social media as the ‘clout chasing’ phenomenon. We first exemplify controversial behavior, and subsequently proceed to defining clout chasing, which we discuss this concept in relation to existing frameworks for the understanding of controversy on social media. We then outline what clout chasing entails as a content monetization strategy, and address the risks associated with this approach. In doing so, we introduce the concept of ‘content self-moderation,’ which encompasses how creators use content moderation as a way to hedge monetization risks arising out of their reliance on controversy for economic growth.

CONTROVERSY ON SOCIAL MEDIA: BEYOND LOGAN PAUL’S INFAMY

How does controversy look like on social media? The example that has become somewhat of a synonym with controversy on Youtube is Logan Paul (Bishop 2021), a YouTuber who filmed a dead body in a Japanese so-called ‘suicide forest’ (Deller & Murphy 2020). Yet controversy on social media reflects a much broader and perhaps more shocking array of activities which can be undertaken by creators to rise to Internet fame.

Lovely Peaches is probably one of the most controversial social media personalities of the moment (Mendez 2021). For the past five years, she has been engaging in what has been reported by mainstream media outlets as disturbing behavior. This behavior ranges from eating her own tampons and feces, to showing her genitals during live sessions held by popular underaged TikTok stars, or sharing stories about prostituting her infant daughter (Kozma 2021). Although it is unclear to what extent the self-reported criminal behavior (e.g. child abuse) is real, Internet users who stumbled upon her content felt they needed to take action by starting a petition to ‘Investigate/Arrest Brittany Johnson aka Peaches aka @lovelypeaches4ever100’ (Change.org 2019). The wave of consternation resulting from Peaches’ controversial behavior even led to other users making designated Reddit threads such as r/lovelypeaches, to systematically record, interpret and discuss her actions (Reddit 2020).

Some of the incidents generated by the content creator led to social media companies taking active measures to de-platform her by removing her accounts. This was, for instance, the case for Instagram, where Peaches lost an account that had gathered more than one million followers, after filming herself allegedly arranging for an underaged TikTok star, Charli D’Amelio, to be raped (Reddit 2020). In early 2021, Lovely Peaches is back on Instagram, albeit with a much more modest following: she alternates between two accounts totaling around 230k followers.

Another illustration of how controversy is embraced by content creators is TikTokker Danielle Cohn. Cohn rose to fame on Musically circa 2016 as a child, and through the guidance of her mother/manager subsequently started shaping a risqué, sexualized personal brand in spite of being a young teenager (Harris 2020). Due to this, even her age has been the subject of debate, as Cohn is believed to initially have presented herself to her audience two year older than her real age. At around 13, Cohn was making clickbait videos on her Youtube channel, where she staged a wedding and a pregnancy (Harris 2020). Cohn currently has 18.3 million followers on TikTok, 4.7 million on Instagram, and 1.8 million subscribers on YouTube.

CLOUT CHASING AND CONTENT MONETIZATION

The illustrations discussed above show the choices some creators make to become or stay relevant in an entertainment and content production market that is increasingly defined by stiffer competition. This increased density of creators trying to make it on social media has affected the way in which some of them rely on marketing strategies to differentiate themselves and capture the attention of their audiences. Reliance on shocking content to gain fame is, however, nothing new, as sensationalism and shock value have long been ingredients for media popularity, with examples in this sense including television talk-shows such as Oprah (Illouz 1999) or Jerry Springer.

The newest iteration of shock value in media is called ‘clout chasing.’ In common parlance, ‘clout’ is said to have a ‘porous meaning,’ which ranges from ‘power and influence’ or ‘digital cultural currency’ to retweets or ‘social capital’ (Tiffany 2019). While evasive, the meaning of this term reflects the current content monetization ecosystem: the engagement that an audience creates over content will increase the revenue of a content creator in multiple ways. Firstly, by being more noticeable, a creator can reach a broader audience, and thus be a more valuable vessel for contractual endorsements or merchandising. Secondly, increased visibility generates revenue through the social media platform advertising policies themselves (e.g. Google AdSense revenue). Thus, clout chasing emerges out of the main goal of content creators, namely to arouse interaction from their audiences, which in turn increases their market standing. Engagement can be defined in a
plethora of ways, such as ‘the emotional, intuitive experiences or perceptions that people undergo when using a particular medium at a particular moment’ (Voorveld et al. 2018). These experiences are delivered by fully automated architectures that generally rely on recommender systems, and are operationalized into platform affordances such as the measurement of impressions, the possibility to react to posts, to leave comments, and even to share the content beyond one given platform. For instance, links from TikTok have unique identifiers, so that when they are shared on other platforms (e.g. WhatsApp, whose icon is even used on the TikTok app as a ‘share’ button), they can be traced, allowing TikTok to know exactly how and where and from whom users get redirected to the platform.

Some content creators do not hesitate to artificially stimulate audience engagement by deliberately producing controversial content to attract as much attention as possible – which has been the case for both Lovely Peaches and Danielle Cohn. Controversy itself is a fluid concept with a plethora of meanings, but social scientists have defined it by referring to scandal, debate, dispute or polarization (Marres & Moats 2015). More specifically, controversy entails the polarization of a social process into two opposing subgroups having conflicting and contrasting positions, goals, and views (Qiu, 2019), or a process whereby participants to an online discussion develop ‘arguments and conflicting views that lead them to offer different versions of the social and the natural world’ (Callon 1986; Smyrnaios & Rattina 2017), which can be evaluated by the amount of discussion it generates (Coletto 2017).

In content creation, controversies reflect a considerable amount of speculation regarding what could antagonize audiences in such ways that intense conflicts can lead to more views, comments or even dislikes. From this perspective, clout chasing has an intentional dimension targeted at emotionally triggering reactions out of viewers. Those emotions may be the result of the shock reflected by the perceived violation of public values or morals.

On social media, controversies appear in two ways. Firstly, the subject of the content itself can be controversial. Subjects that are not widely accepted or that require a subjective position such as political opinions or topics closely linked to public morals can be the initial point of controversy. Clout chasing occurs when creators do not only want to create debates in their communities, but have the intention to shock and thus trigger strong emotions with the subject of such debates. A very good example of this first angle into controversy appearance is reflected by conspiracy videos. Given their popularity, conspiracy theories attract considerable amounts of views. Even though they may not come across as fully believing in conspiracies, creators may use conspiracies to stimulate their view counts (Harper 2021). Similarly, Lovely Peaches creates content that may be deemed inappropriate for certain audiences (e.g. sexual intercourse videos). Secondly, the manner in which the content is presented can be controversial. In order to increase the level of engagement, influencers do not hesitate to use doubtful marketing techniques. Examples include using photoshopped thumbnails alluding to content of a different nature than the one presented, clickbait titles or sexualized content, as reflected by Danielle Cohn’s YouTube channel (PolitiFact 2017). The wide-spread adoption of clout chasing as an aspirational entrepreneurial attitude on social media raises concerns regarding the negative impact it may have on the business ecosystem but also on the very users themselves. The tension resulting from controversies often leads to aggressive exchanges (e.g. hate speech) and a feeling of diminishment of the opponent in the public debate. It has been illustrated numerous times that social media leads to though radicalization (Spohr, 2017). Furthermore, the quest for content creators to differentiate themselves through controversies leads to a vicious circle: audiences that are more used to controversies become insensitive, requiring a stronger trigger of their emotions. Perhaps most importantly, content creators engage in a relationship of trust with their community of followers, due to their relatable and authentic nature. The use of a community’s reactions to stimulate engagement can be considered as a conflict of interest. The increased influence of content creators on their audience, combined with controversial topics is a dangerous cocktail (Taylor, 2020), as was shown by the #icreamchallenge public health hazard. This viral challenge led to multiple arrests in the US after youngsters embraced a social media challenge consisting of recording themselves licking ice cream from a tub and putting it back on a supermarket’s freezer shelf (BBC 2019).

**CONTENT SELF-MODERATION AS RISK AVOIDANCE**

Controversial influencer behavior may increase visibility and engagement, but at the same time, it may also put creators at risk towards platforms and potential brand partners, depending on what business models they employ. According to a recent taxonomy of monetization models (De Gregorio & Goanta), creators generally have the following options to monetize content:

- **Revenue from brands (influencer/affiliate marketing):** brands offer money, goods, services or sales in exchange for the creation of native advertising by influencers (Goanta & Wildhaber 2019).
- **Revenue from platforms:** creators rely on mediated revenue paid by platforms such as ad revenue (creators can place platform ads on their channel; Caplan & Gillespie 2020; Bishop 2020), channel subscription (users can subscribe to premium content from creators; Huotari & Ritala 2021), tokens (users can purchase alternative ‘currencies’ to spend on specific types of content from favourite creators, e.g. during live streams; Goanta & Ranchordás
Social media platforms are moving towards more advertiser-friendly and brand-safe content guidelines (Bishop 2021), aimed to scale back the level of controversy embraced by content creators. Youtube’s own guidelines to this end are available for its AdsSense programme (Google 2021). This may lead to the exercise of discretion in applying sanctions for creating content that goes against these guidelines (Caplan & Gilespie). Creators may still monetize their content outside of platform ads, namely by relying on external sponsors and affiliate programmes. One of Lovely Peaches’ Instagram accounts includes an affiliate link to a reward website promising Amazon gift cards worth $1000 for the completion of a survey/contest. Such a business model is recognized by the United States Better Business Bureau (BBB) as a scam focused on obtaining consumer personal data (BBB 2021). This raises the point that even extremely controversial content is monetizable, although it is practically impossible to estimate how difficult it would be to obtain sustainable revenue in this context without further private transactional insights. Similarly, Danielle Cohn’s controversial content did not make her sponsors shy away, and she is currently known to have quite considerable brand deals with retail companies (e.g. Fashion Nova) or energy drinks (e.g. Bang Energy). Especially in relation to the latter, the very transactional relationship may be prone to controversy. Energy drinks but also sugar-rich soft drinks in general are considered to be dangerous for the health of children, so a young teenager being a brand ambassador may even raise questions of compliance with health and safety public rules which ought to be taken into account in the process of content moderation.

2020), or crowdfunding (users can become the patrons of their preferred creators; Sokolova & Perez 2017).

• Unmediated revenue from peers: Creators can also be supported by their peers more directly, through decentralized technologies. An example of an infrastructure which is starting to gain traction in this respect is the Web Monetization protocol, a payment standard which allows creators to receive microtransactions from their supporters without any platform acting as an intermediary (Goanta 2021).

• Direct selling: Creators can also choose to create and sell their own products (e.g. ‘merch’).
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